Title word cross-reference

1 [276]. 2 [491, 267, 531, 130]. 2\(^k\) [529]. 3 [342]. 31 [261]. 4 [26]. 8 [474]. \(d\) [363]. GF(2\(^m\)) [68]. \(k\) [276, 204, 402]. L(1/3) [366]. Q [512]. \(nL^3\) mod 4 [227]. \(O(n)\) [219]. \(p\) [91]. S [29, 94, 24, 88].


0 [465].


2 [507]. 256 [474].

3G [461].

4-Round [393].


Adversaries [353, 345, 357, 403, 450, 472, 501, 236].

Facets [207]. Factored [233].
Factoring [495, 286, 419, 55, 7].
factorization [62]. Factorizations [91].
Fail [132]. Fail-Stop [132]. Fair [370, 502].
Fairness [386, 392]. Fallacious [162].
Family [438]. Fast [491, 179, 141, 501, 101, 14, 151, 159, 157, 32, 30, 79]. Faster [381].
Fault [175, 373, 377]. Fault-Based [377].
Fault-Tolerance [175]. Faults [168].
Faulty [45]. FCSR [380, 438]. FEAL [26].
Finite [199, 102, 398, 252, 326, 221, 263].
first [71]. Fixed [262, 383]. FlipIt [436].
Forward-Secure [294]. Four [447].
Four-Dimensional [447]. FPGA-friendly [373, 378].
FPGA-friendly [378]. Fractional [160].
Framework [308, 521, 475]. Franklin [197].
Free [504, 166, 125, 137, 322, 350, 98].
Frequency [121]. Friendly [352, 378].
Frobenius [251]. Full [518, 422, 515, 239].
Fully [433, 487]. Function [219, 125, 369, 222, 30]. Functional [89].
Further [100].

Generalization [10]. Generalized [41].
Generates [85]. Generating [233].
Generator [253, 179, 298, 15]. Generators [505, 379, 225, 224, 121, 191, 222, 59, 38].
GGH [330]. Given [258, 56]. Giving [51].
Glitch [373]. Glitches [375]. GNUC [475].
Go [519]. Goldreich [242]. Golić [405].
good [29]. GOST [422]. Graph [96, 408].
Groups [310, 408, 324, 280, 231, 326, 221].

H [380]. Handling [315]. Handshake [351].
Hard [289, 500, 200]. Hard-Core [200].
Hard-to-Invert [289, 500]. Hardness [421].
Hashing [442, 397, 159, 98]. having [76].
HB [356]. Hellman [10, 341, 184, 521, 304, 231, 245, 157, 128].
Help [226]. Hides [219]. Hiding [132, 335, 17]. Hierarchical [399, 293].
Hierarchy [84]. High [227]. Highly [336].
Highly-Efficient [336]. Hints [51]. HMAC [488]. Homomorphic [487, 362].
Homomorphisms [384]. Human [275].
Hybrid [308, 348, 487]. Hyperelliptic [267, 12, 342, 324].
IACBC [290]. IAPM [290]. IBE [316].
IDEA [468]. Ideal [46, 492, 404, 142, 120, 528, 65].
Identification [506, 325, 50, 169, 55, 61].
Identity [367, 456, 325, 311, 387, 6].
Identity-Based [367, 456, 325, 311, 387].
Improbability [146]. Improve [337].
Improved [348, 445, 474, 253, 274, 459, 378, 63].
Improvement [133]. Improvements [123].
Improving [206]. Independent [204].

Vulnerabilities [136]. Vulnerability [83].


Yao [331].


Zero-Knowledge [45, 115, 226, 51, 147, 166, 426, 448, 114, 273, 487, 70, 82, 116, 393, 138, 52, 390, 435, 477, 143, 6, 74, 21, 72].
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